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The instruction and practice in the Complete Guide to the TOEFL iBT closely mirrors the actual test,

helping students to master the skills necessary to achieve the best possible score on the TOEFL

iBT test and prepare them for success in an academic setting.
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I like this book in general as the explanation's and exercises are good. But the big problem is that

you need to buy lots of extra stuff to be able to use all the exercises provided in the book. There's

the audio CDs you need to purchase (175$ !!!), the answer key for the exercises in the book (32$)

and the book by itself. You have a total cost of (60+175+32$=267$) and then you're still preparing

yourself without a class you might want to take...They should make it more eyepopping that there is

no answering key and Audio CD included! (Except for the practice test which are only a few pages)

This book is okay. I deducted one star because it doesn't have enough full practice tests. It has two.

Kaplan's TOEFL book has four. I deducted another star because many of the exercise questions

seem proprietary to this company but not exactly actual TOEFL test questions. So, they're weirdly

more difficult. I prefer Cambridge's TOEFL book to this one. .

I worked with an ELL adult on preparing for the TOEFL, with particular attention to the writing

section. She achieved an almost-perfect score on the test. With all the parts, it's a bit pricey, but it's



excellent. . I am a veteran ESL/EFL teacher.

It's complete guide to the toefl test. The bad thing is it doesn't have answer keys. You should buy

extra that is really expensive.

There are a total of 13 CD's in this package and they all bring variety of topics relevant to different

sections of TOEFL which give the learners a better understanding of what to expect on the exam.

These CD's are organized in such a fashion to introduce the learners to not only diverse

subjects/topics that they face once they step into the university environment, but also the learners

will be exposed to people with different English accents. The author has done a magnificent job of

putting these CD's together in such a way to make them relevant to this test. These CD's are

essential part of studying for TOEFL towards obtaining a better grade and I definitely recommend it

to anyone who is preparing for TOEFL.

( I usaully don't leave a review. But it is so good, so I want to share the seller with other customers.)I

ordered a VeryGood used-book.Even if it doesn't says it's a LikeNew, it is just like a new one.there

are only little marks not bothering for studyingLove it. thanks to the seller! :)Again, thank you! It is

the first time that a used-book, which I ordered from , give me satisfaction

teacher asked me to buy it. it is a compulsory textbook. even though i have scored high in the test.

Very good condition, came with the CD
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